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Dawn Angelique style is Clubing, Smooth and Energentic; A true performance.. 10 MP3 Songs

URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover, URBAN/R&B: Rhythm  Blues Details: Dawn-Angelique has been an

undeniable true talent since birth. At a very early age, Dawn exhibited a knack for writing, composing,

singing, dancing and acting. Born to perform, she does it all. She has really been a star all her life!

Dawn-Angelique showcases all her talents together. Her live performance, with her sweet and

sultry-yet-vibrant vocals matched precisely with her choreography, leaves the crowd exhilarated as they

head home. Dawn-Angelique is home- grown eye-candy with an attitude. LOOK OUT FOR DAWN ON

MTV's "MAKING THE BAND 3" 2nd season!!!! Dawn-Angelique has performed with the local group Realiti

but has blossomed as a solo artist performing throughout New Orleans and beyond at such events as

Louisiana Jazz and Heritage Festival, New Orleans Black Heritage Festival, the American Teen Beauty

Contest in Orange County, California and Essence Music Festival. Now that her CD "Been A While" is

complete, everyone will find themselves asking "What is it about that girl?" The answer . . . everything!

She's got it all; the look, the voice, the moves and the grooves. Finally able to focus purely on her craft,

Dawn-Angelique is poised to skyrocket to the top. On one of her singles, Make It Hot, featuring Pooh

Bear, she shows the ladies just how it's done. She makes it hot and keeps it hot! And honestly, HOT is a

complete understatement...THE GIRL IS ON FIRE!!! As a New Orleans Hornets cheerleader, Dawn really

makes the crowd get crunk. From her warm smile to her alluring style, she can draw the masses,

make'em sweat, and send'em home happy. Coming soon is her new album which has recently been

completed. Dawn-Angelique's first single as a Yeah! Brother recording artist is entitled "So What,"

produced by Rochad "Cat Daddy" Holiday, Curtis "Sauce" Wilson and co produced by Octarve Anderson,

Jr., "Still In Love," also a steamy single, is a feel-good song arranged exquisitely and performed to
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perfection. Dawn-Angelique's erotic vocals on top of the flowing track create a soothing, hypnotic effect.

On the single, "Callin Me," featuring Jon Jon, Dawn-Angelique gives the men a little somethin' - somethin'

to think about. Yeah! Brother Records has really hit the jackpot. Be sure to to look out for Dawn

Angelique's "Been A While." Presenting New Orleans new princess of hip-hop and R&B . . .
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